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DESCRIBETHE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Massachusetts Hall stands near Massachusetts Avenue on the western side of the 
Old Yard, the original campus of Harvard College. Its long front facade faces 
north toward nearby Harvard Hall (built 1764; enlarged 1842 and 1870). At its 
rear and set at right angles to it are Straus and Matthews Halls (both 19th 
century). Near the western end of Massachusetts Hall is the Johnson Gate, an 
imposing neo-Georgian structure designed by McKim, Mead and White and erected 
in 1889.

Early Georgian in style, Massachusetts Hall is a simple rectangular building 
measuring approximately 95 by 40 feet (12 by 4 bays); it is three stories 
high with a fourth under the broad gambrel roof. The roof is broken by dormers 
on its lower front and rear slopes and by six interior chimneys arranged in 
pairs at the center and at either end of the building. Those at the ends are 
connected by parapets and shaped by recessed channels on their outer faces. 
The break of the gambrel is marked by wooden balustrades which run along 
either side of the roof between the parapets.

The walls of Massachusetts Hall are plainly treated, marked only by brick 
belt courses between stories; the brick masonry is laid in English bond below 
the watertable and in Flemish bond above/ except at the ends where there is a 
mixture of English and common bonds. Windows in the building are 12/12 sash 
with the exception of those in the center two bays on the front and rear 
facades, which have 6 lights over 6 in a vertical arrangement. Entrances 
consist of panelled doors topped by five-light transoms in simple molded 
surrounds; those on the front and rear facades are surmounted by full entabla 
tures with projecting cornices.

Built to serve solely as a dormitory, Massachusetts Hall originally followed 
a two-entry plan with no connection between entries on the individual floors; 
however, the interior plan of the building has been altered repeatedly (see 
significance). The most recent changes were made in 1939 when the first two 
floors were remodeled to serve as administrative offices. Despite these 
numerous alterations, a good deal of the 18th century character of the building's 
interior has been restored, particularly on the ground floor in panelled dados, 
fireplace surrounds, wide window reveals and interior shutters. The exterior 
has remained remarkably unaltered and it is in this that the primary architectural 
significance of the building lies.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Massachusetts Hall, a four-story brick building with gambrel roof, stands just off 
Massachusetts Avenue on the western side of the Old Yard of Harvard College. 
Erected in 1718-1720, it is the oldest surviving building of the first Colonial 
institution for higher learning. As such, it possesses great significance, not 
only in the history of American education but in the story of the development of 
England's North American colonies during the 18th century.

Massachusetts Hall now houses administrative offices of Harvard University and, 
above the second floor, also serves as a freshman dormitory. The restored building, 
maintained in excellent condition, is not open to the general public.

Historical .Background

Harvard College was established in 1636 although it did not receive its name and 
begin its active existence until two years later. While the founding and early years 
of the college belong to the seventeenth century, Massachusetts Hall, built in the 
early years of the 18th century, notably exemplifies the striving for intellectual 
development and the first groping toward educational liberalism in the century which 
saw the English colonies become the United States of America. The college was 
intended primarily to supply clergymen for the colonies but its graduates entered 
all walks of Colonial life. Its liberal arts conrse was patterned on that of Oxford 
and Cambridge and both of those institutions recognized Harvard degrees. The 
college was the site of the first laboratory for experimental physics prior to the 
Revolution and it developed a strong curriculum in mathematics and physical sciences. 
While most of its students in the eighteenth century were from New England, the 
college rolls show a scattering of young men from the other colonies, Bermuda and 
the west indies.

Massachusetts Hall was the fifth major building erected for Harvard College and is 
the oldest of its buildings that survives. The structure was designed in Early 
Georgian style by John Leverett, who had become president of the college in 1703; a 
floor plan attributed to Leverett is preserved in the Harvard University Archives. 
Some sources indicate that Benjamin Wadsworth, who later became president of the 
college, was also involved in planning the building. Construction was begun in 
1718, after the Massachusetts provincial legislature appropriated £ 3,500 for 
that purpose and was completed two years later.
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